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Topic:  Sales Promotion Mix 

Promotion Mix: 

 
 The promotion is an element of the marketing mix. It  includes advertising, 

publicity, public relations, personal selling and sales promotions. Media use for 

promotion include: the internet, television,advertisements,special 

events,endorsements,newspapers and magazines etc. Different approaches are needed for 

each media in order to be successful. 

 

Promotion mix   Objectives: 
 
There  are three main objectives of promotional mix: 

a. Increase demand:  These streategies are used during the product life cycle in order to 

increase sales. Eventually a product will reach its saturation point, at which time 

investing is sales will decrease as the company focusses its attention on anew product. 

b. Present information about he product: In order for customers and consumers to want 

the product , they need to understand what the product is and how it benefits them. 

Information about the product  will differ depending on the specific target market. 

c.  Differentiate a product: This is especially important if there aremultiple competitors 

in the same market. For example , Apple was able to differentiate itself in the 

computer industry. For many years , it was the preferred coputer for those who had 

advanced computing skills. 

In order for a market to accept a new product , they need to know how it addresses 

their main point. Information about the product should address the “what is init for 

me” as pect that is inherent in human nature. 



Elements of Promotion Mix : 

Elements of promotion mix are also called as tools, means or components. Basically 

there are 5 elements involved in promotion mix as shown below in the figure 1. 

     

  

  
 

1. Advertising : Advertising is defined as any paid form of non-personal presentation and 

promotion of ideas ,goods and services by an identified sponsor. It is a way of mass 

communication. It is the most popular and widely accepted tool of market promotion. 

Major part of promotional budget is consumed for advertising alone.Variuos advertising 

media – television,radio,newspapers,magazines,outdoor means and so forth – are used for 

advertsing the product. 

 

Characterstics of advertising: 
 
a. Advertising is non-personal or mass communication; personal contact is not possible. 

b. It is a paid form of communiocation 

c. It is a one way communication 



d. It gives identfiable identity / sponsor – company or person gives advertising. 

e. It is costly option to promote the sales. 

f. It can be re-produced frequently as per the need 

g. Per contact cost is lowest 

h. Ariuos audio-visual, print and out-door media can be use for advertising purpose. 

i. It is a widely used and highly popular tool of market promotion 

 

2. Sales Promotion: 
 
Sales promotion covers those marketing activities other than advertising, publicity and 

personal selling that stimulates consumer purchasing and dealer effectiveness. Sales 

promotion mainly involves short-term and non-routine incentives , offered to dealers as 

well as consumers. The popular methods used for sales promotion are demonstration, 

trade show,exhibition,exchange offer, seasonal discount, free service, gifts contests etc. 

 

Characterstics of sales promotion: 

 
a. The primary purpose of sales promotion is to include customers for immediate buying 

or dealer effectiveness or  both. 

b. Excessive use of sales promotion may affect sales and reputation of a company 

adversely. 

c. It is taken as supplementary to advertising and personal selling efforts. 

d. It involves all the promotional efforts other than advertising,personal selling and 

publicity. 

e.  It gives short term icnentives, schemes por plans to buyers, salesmen or dealers. 

f. It involves non-routine selling efforts. 

 

3. Personal selling: 

 
Personal selling includes face-to-face personal communication and presentation with 

prospects (Potential and actual customers) for the purpose of selling the product. It involves 



personal converstation and presetation of products with customers. It is considered as a 

highly effective and costly tool of market promotion. 

 

Characterstics of personal selling : 
 
a. Personal selling is an oral, face-to-face personal presentration with consumers. 

b.  Its basic purpose is to improve products or increase sales. 

c. It involves two-way communication. 

d. Immediate feedback can be measured. 

e. It is an ability of salesmen to persuade or influence buyers. 

f. It is more flexible way of market communication 

g. Per contact cost is higher than advertising. 

h. It involves teaching , educationg and assisting people to buy. 

 

4. Publicity: 
 
Publicity is also a way of mass communication. It is not a paid form of mass 

communication that involves getting favourable response of buyers by placing 

commercially significant news in mass media. 

It can be defined as as any promotional communication regarding an organisation and its 

products where the message is not paid for by the the organisation benefiting from it. It is 

the traditional form of public relations. Publicity is not paid for by the organisation. 

Publicity comes from reportes, columnsists and journalists. It can be considered as a part 

of public relations. Publicity involves giving public speeches, giving interviews, 

conducting seminars, charitable donations, inauguration by film actor,cricketer,politician 

or  popular personalities, stage show etc that attract mass meida to publish the news about 

them. 

Characterstics of publicity: 
 
a. Publicity involves  favourable presentation about the company or company’s 

offers  upon radio,television or stage that is not paid for by the sponsor. 



b. It is non-paid formof market promotion. However, several indirect costs are 

involved in publicity. 

c. It may include promotion of a new product, pollution control efforts, especial 

achievements of employees, publicizin new policies etc. for increasing sales. It is  

primarily concerned with publishing or highlightig company’s activities and 

products. It is integrated  to build company’s image. 

d. Mostly publicity can be carried via newspapers, magazines, radio or television. 

e. Company has no control over publicity in terms of message, time, freqauency, 

information and medium.  

f. It has high degree of credibility. Publicity message is more likely to be read and 

reacted by audience. 

g. Publicity can be done  at a much lower cost than advertising. Company needs to 

spend a little amount  to get the event or activity publicized. 

h. Frequency or repitition of publicity in mass media depends upon its social 

significance or the values for news. Mostly it appears only once.  

 

5. Public Relations: 

 
The public relation is comprehensive term that includes maintaining constructive 

relations not only with customers, suppliers and middlemen but also with a large set of  

interested public. Public relations include publicity i.e. publicity is the part of public 

relations. The public may be customers,stockholders,employees,unions, 

environmentalists,the government and people in local community or some oter groups in 

the society. Thus public relations  include organization’s broad and overall 

communication efforts intended to influence various group’s attitudes towards the 

organization. 

 

Charcterstics of  Public relations: 

 
a. Public relation is paid form of market promotion. Company has to incur expenses. 

b. Public relations activities  are designed to build and maintain a favourable image for 

an organsation and favourable relationship with the organisation’s various public. 



c. It iws an integral part of manaerial function. Many companies operate a special 

department for the purpose  known as the public relations department. 

d. It involves a number of interactions such as contacting,inviting,informing, clarifying, 

representing, interpreting , dealing, tranmsacting and so forth. 

e. Public relation covers a number of public- formal and informal groups. These public 

may be  customers,stockholders,employees,unions, environmentalists,the government 

and people in local community or some oter groups in the society 

f. Public relation activities are undertaken continuously. It is apart of routine activites. 

g. In relation to modern manaement practices, the public relation is treated as 

profession.  

 
Thus there are 5 major elements of promotion mix. Each tools/ element has its 

advantages,limitations and  applicability. Depending upon company’s internmal and 

external situations , one or more tools are used.  
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